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HERITAGE? The 3-success story!

E

urope and India are […] bearers of foundational ideals of special relevance to the
modern world, […] which demand a blend
of the ancient and the contemporary. India
and Europe can be partners in the building
of a new global order based on prosperity,
respect for human rights, tolerance, plurality
and diversity, and the democratic order.“
Rd. Karan SINGH, President of Indian Council
for Cultural Relations, Brussels, June 2006

Over the centuries India and Europe have
experienced a whole series of powerful and
mutually enriching exchanges. The first active
business roads to and from the ancient Tamil
kingdoms were created and developed by
the Aksum, Greek and Roman merchants.
Very soon land and sea roads served the
trade of spices, incense, gems, and plants.
They also contributed to the circulation of
various religions and philosophies, as well as
of the zero digit (
in the Chandahsūtra by
Pingala) in the Mediterranean world.
In fact those roads were not only business
ones, they were also scientific ones. Here is
our legacy, and in that spirit HERITAGE was
born. With this booklet, we want today to
present the nature and achievement of
this both scientific and human experience
that changed lives, to be remembered.

1 | THE CONSORTIUM
In 2012 the European Union accepted
the Erasmus Mundus Action 2 HERITAGE
project launched by Centrale Nantes, with
the experience of a previous EM project
coordinated with India, WILLPower.
Centrale Nantes and its Indian Joint Coordinator, IIT Madras, gathered an active group
among their best European and Indian
higher education institution partners
in the fields of Science and Technology,
as well as their best corporate partners. In 3
successive cohorts, HERITAGE enabled 144
Indian undergraduate, graduate and PhD
students, Postdoc and staff, to attend the
best European HEIs.
Then 144 HERITAGE Indian fellows from
socially and ethnically diverse backgrounds,
including those who were lacking in financial
means, had the opportunity to participate
in an international experience. It was an
extremely strong asset for achieving employability in an increasingly global economy
and interdependent world, for developing
adaptation skills, for addressing local and
global challenges, and consequently for
raising their profiles as active members in
their communities and the future world.

Thus HERITAGE responded the EM Action 2
Strand 1 objectives by fostering academic and
socio-economic tools for integration of both
regions in a global world under permanent
transformation causing necessary innovation
skills and by promoting Europe as a major
foreign study destination.
That was HERITAGE first success.

2 | THE NETWORK
Thanks to Centrale Nantes’ initiative a wide
and deep dissemination of academic and
corporate knowledge has been under way
in the same HERITAGE spirit among the
partners and the fellows, built on a deep
sense of international mutualism and
equity.
This was done thanks to long-time friendly
relationships, but also using a wide range of
communication tools such as the HERITAGE
Facebook page, the Newsletter, the Photo
Contest, day to day communication with the
partners and fellows. After having developed
thanks to the EU Erasmus Mundus Programme, HERITAGE has now come of age
thanks to Erasmus+ and also to its own
resource: the support of its corporate and
institutional partners as well as its alumni,
building together the up and running
network.
This is HERITAGE second success.

3 | THE BRAND
Now in 2016, cohort after cohort, from
an ambitious but temporary consortium,
HERITAGE has gradually turned into a
community, a family, and now a brand
that should last. In India as well as in Europe
HERITAGE now stands for international
scientific and corporate male and female
experts and top level executives, whom
global headhunters are definitely after.
HERITAGE is a brand for promise of
challenge, growth and opportunity. The
HERITAGE vision is a world in which
international action is part of everyone’s
education, in which high level scientific and
technical professionals work successfully
across cultures and continents to promote
economic growth and innovation; address
scientific, technical as well as societal
problems such as climate change, disease,
and poverty.

HERITAGE is now implementing new
initiatives to develop the capacity of
students, staff and institutions to meet
local and global challenges in the two
areas, where we can now find densely
populated and industrialized democracies, and facing the same challenges and
eager to share quality development.
HERITAGE strongly contributes to Indian
& European entrepreneurship and innovation among future professionals, to their
access to education among underserved
and marginalized populations, and to their
empowerment with improved technology
and business skills for the future.

This is HERITAGE third success.

Long live HERITAGE
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Timeline 2012 - 2016
August
July

Approval of
the project
by EACEA

Submission
of the first
progress
report to
EACEA

December
February
September

Coordination Meeting in Bruxelles

Call for
applications
Cohort 1

September

June

Arrival of
the Cohort 1
fellows

Evaluation
Meeting in
Nantes

January

Submission of the
second progress
report to EACEA

2012
February
November

Kick-off Meeting
in Madras

Selection Meeting
Cohort 1 and
Progress Meeting
in Nantes.

July
September
Call for
applications
Cohort 2

2013
Octobre
Selection
Meeting
Cohort 2

February

Arrival of
the Cohort 2
fellows

January
March

July

Call for
applications
Cohort 3

End of
the project

September
Arrival of
Cohort 3
fellows

2014

2016
2015

January

Submission
of the third
progress
report to EACEA

April

Selection
Meeting
Cohort 3

May

Final
Meeting in
Guwahati

September

Submission of
the final report
to EACEA
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What is HERITAGE ?
HERITAGE is an Erasmus Mundus Action 2
- Partnership project.
The EU Erasmus Mundus 2009 - 2013
programme is a cooperation and mobility
programme in the field of higher education
that aims to enhance the quality of European
higher education and to promote dialogue
and understanding between people and
cultures through cooperation with ThirdCountries. In addition, it contributes to the
development of human resources and the
international cooperation capacity of Higher
Education Institutions in Third Countries by
increasing mobility between the European
Union and these countries. Partnerships in
the Action 2 framework of Erasmus Mundus
2009-2013 provide:
- Support for the establishment of cooperation partnerships between European
Higher Education Institutions and Higher
Education Institutions from targeted Third
Countries with the objective of organising
and implementing structured individual
mobility arrangements between the
European and Third Country partners.
- Scholarships of various lengths - depending
on the priorities defined for the Third
Country concerned, the level of studies or
the particular arrangements agreed within
the partnership - for European and ThirdCountry individuals (students, scholars,
researchers, professionals).

T

he HERITAGE project was created by
Centrale Nantes, who gathered a consortium of 10 EU institutions that hosted the
fellows, and 8 Indian institutions that sent
them over. All these institutions together are
the full partners of the "HERITAGE consortium" which also welcomed several associated
partners. The management board is composed
of academic and administrative coordinators
of Centrale Nantes, who ensure the good management of all the aspects of the HERITAGE
project: definition of the objectives and of the
milestones of the project, organization of the
meetings, launching of the call for applications
for fellow scholarships, management of the
implementation the mobility, financial management, reporting to the European Commission.
All partners actively contribute to EU-Indian Collaborative Committees focusing on several major
cornerstones of the project during its whole
duration: quality, credit transfer and orientation, dissemination and attractiveness, employability, community management and sustainability, HERITAGE branding. They control
the quality and the reliability of the project, the
monitoring of every action by permanent communication between all partners, fellows and
potential fellows. The priority of the project is to
optimize the mobility flows for the total duration
of the project, the associated human resource,
the implementation and the monitoring of the
Collaborative Committees.
At each institution, a "local board" was set up
in order to manage the project smoothly and

efficiently. All the local coordinators gathered
several times during the project life in order to
discuss the key issues of the EMA2 programme,
to perform the selection meetings and to make
sure that the programme was going in the right
direction respecting the goals of HERITAGE and
the EMA2 regulations.
Students and staff from the partners
institutions composed the Target Group 1:
this group, which must represent at least 50% of
the mobility according to the rules of the EMA2
programme, was of the uttermost importance
to achieve one of the goals of the programme:
gradually learning how to have a smooth
exchange of students with a transparent
exchange of credits and recognition of studies
into the curricula.
Indian nationals studying or working in
other HEI composed the Target Group 2,
which enabled the consortium to open
opportunities for mobility and to disseminate
good practices.
Target Group 3 was composed of disadvantaged fellows suffering from various situations of injustice and discrimination.
During the project, all the partners had to implement the mobility and to ensure a real impact of
the HERITAGE project on the individuals, institutions and system in a sustainable way at the end
of the 4 years’ programme.

HERITAGE partners
Technical
University Munich,
Germany

NIT Rourkela,
Orissa

Tallinn University
of Technology,
Estonia

Cardiff
Metropolitan
University,
UK

Warsaw University
of Technology,
Poland

Centrale Nantes,
France

Czech Technical
University,
Czech Republic

University of Seville,
Spain

NIT Warangal,
Andhra Pradesh
IIT Bombay,
Maharashtra

Politecnico di Milano,
Italy
Instituto
Superior Técnico,
Portugal

Politecnico di Torino,
Italy

IIT Guwahati,
Assam

IIT Kanpur,
Uttar Pradesh

Anna University,
Tamil Nadu
IISC Bangalore,
Karnataka

IIT Madras,
Tamil Nadu

Associates: Campus France, T.I.M.E., DCNS, Delhi University, IIT Rajasthan, VIT University
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE Figures
Types of mobility
Undergraduate

24

Master

48

PhD

31

Post-doc

12

Staff

29

TOTAL

144

Undergraduate

Master

20 %

HERITAGE Fellows
17 %

8%
22 %

PhD

Post-doc

33 %

Staff

Target Groups
Target Group 1

97

Target Group 2

22

Target Group 3

25

TOTAL

144

Target Group 1

15 %

Target Group 2

Gender
Male

17 %
68 %

Target Group 3

17 %
120

Female

24

TOTAL

144

83 %
Female

Male

/ Distribution per home and host institutions
Target group 1 – Home Institutions
Anna University

10

IISc Bangalore

7

IIT Bombay

4

IIT Guwahati

11

IIT Kanpur

4

IIT Madras

12

NIT Rourkela

12

NIT Warangal

37

TOTAL

97

10 %
38 %

7%
4%
11 %

13 %

13 %

4%

Host Institutions
Cardiff Metropolitan University

5

Czech Technical University

9

Centrale Nantes

30

University of Seville

10

Instituto Superior Técnico

14

Politecnico di Milano

22

Politecnico di Torino

15

Tallinn University of Technology

17

Technical University Munich

12

Warsaw University of Technology

10

TOTAL

12 %

8%

10 %
15 %
10 %

7%
4%
6%
21 %

7%

144
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building the
HERITAGE
community
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HERITAGE partners
centrale nantes

PRESENTATION :
Founded in 1919, Centrale Nantes (ECN)
was one of the very first schools to
combine three activities within its structure: Education, Research and Industrial
Studies. Centrale Nantes features in the
Top 5 among the 200+ French Engineering
Schools according to the latest ranking in
France.
At Centrale Nantes, students can attend
the Engineering track (5 years - in French),
one of the 11 Master Degrees (2 years - in
English, covering various fields of Engineering: Mechanical, Civil, Robotics, Materials,
Electrical, etc.) and PhDs. From 2016, a new
branch campus in Mauritius will also deliver
a Bachelor of Science in Engineering, targeting students from Africa and the Indian
Ocean. All the degrees are recognized by
the French Ministry of Higher Education
and Research.

www.ec-nantes.fr

H

ERITAGE is not only about mobility and agreements, it is
also about personal relations. The consortium could now be
called a family.“
Prof. Fouad BENNIS,
HERITAGE project Coordinator

KEY FIGURES

2 000 +

6

550

30%

250

21

graduate students per year

professors and researchers

speakers from the business
world

research labs

of international students

Erasmus Mundus projects

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Shitij ARORA, Master, Degree
Arka BHAKTA, Master, Degree
Rajib Kumar BHATTACHARJYA, Staff
Raj Jyoti DAS, Master, Degree
Madhu DASARI, Master, Exchange
Atul DHAR, Postdoc
Deenadayalan GANAPATHY, Master, Exchange
Bhavana GOPAL, Master, Degree
Ravi Kumar GUPTA, Postdoc
Prathamesh Shreekant JOSHI, Undergraduate, Exchange
S.V.N.P.Sriharisantosh KAKARLA, Master, Exchange
Karunakara Poopathi KARUPPASAMY POOLAN, Staff
Mohammad Shihabuddin KHAN, Master, Exchange
Baskar KRISHNAN, Staff
Neeraj KUMAR, PhD, Exchange
Shivesh KUMAR, Master, Degree
Siddharth MARAJE, Master, Exchange
Vaibhav NAWALE, Master, Degree
Madhumita PAL, Postdoc
Murali Prasad PANTA, Staff
Ramakrishnan RAMACHANDRAN, Postdoc
Indhu RAVI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Sarthak ROUT, Undergraduate, Exchange
Gayatri SARATHY, Staff
Deep SETH, PhD, Degree
Murtuza Nuruddin SHERGADWALA,
Undergraduate, Exchange
Ashish SINGH, Undergraduate, Exchange
Ishwarya SRIKANTH, Undergraduate, Exchange
Balamurugan SRINIVASAN, Master, Exchange
Anoop VARGHEESE, Master, Degree
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE partners
Cardiff Metropolitan University
PRESENTATION :
Located in an exciting, modern European
capital city, Cardiff Metropolitan University is
a global university. Cardiff Met is continually
investing in our students' future and provide
education and training opportunities that
are accessible, flexible and of the highest
quality to students from over 140 countries
worldwide. Cardiff Metropolitan University
is made up of five Academic Schools: Art &
Design, Education, Health Science, Management and Sport.
All five schools specialise in courses that are
career orientated and have been designed in
conjunction with business and industry. The
University focus on employability through
work placement programmes, professional
accreditations and opportunities to study
abroad.
It’s approach to learning, teaching and
assessment is underpinned by high quality
academic standards, working in partnership
with students, the development and embedding of technology-enhanced learning
and assessment, and research informed
teaching.

www.cardiffmet.ac.uk

T

he HERITAGE project has helped broaden the horizon of
candidates and institutions that participated in the project.“
Natasha BAHADUR,
Assistant International Development Officer

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Shinjini CHOWDHURY,
Master, Degree
Virinchi Naga Sarma KUCHIBHOTLA,
Master, Degree
Shubham SAHU,
Undergraduate, Exchange
Satish SHIVARUDRAIAH,
PhD, Exchange
Chaithra SIVAKUMARAN NAIR,
PhD, Degree

KEY FIGURES

Over 100

undergraduate courses

Over 11 000
students

95.6%

of our graduates secure
employment or enter further study
within six months of graduation.
This is the highest figure of any
university in Wales (DLHE 2015).
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE partners
Czech Technical University
PRESENTATION :
The Czech Technical University in Prague
is one of the biggest and oldest technical
universities in Europe. It was founded on
the initiative of Josef Christian Willenberg
on the basis of a decree issued on January
18th, 1707 by Emperor Josef I.
CTU currently has eight faculties (Civil
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Nuclear Science and
Physical Engineering, Architecture, Transportation Sciences, Biomedical Engineering,
Information Technology) and about 21,000
students.
For the 2016/17 academic year, CTU offers
its students 119 study programmes and 442
fields of study within these programmes.
CTU educates modern specialists, scientists
and managers with knowledge of foreign
languages, who are dynamic, flexible and
able to adapt rapidly to the requirements of
the market.
In 2015, CTU was ranked between 451st
and 460th place out of 4 200 universities
worldwide in the QS World University
Rankings, which is published in the Times
Educational Supplement.

www.cvut.cz

W

e are glad that HERITAGE programme has focused CTU's
attention on India, a country that we had not focused on in
the past. India is certainly an interesting country for CTU, and the
leading technical universities are very attractive future partners
for research and teaching projects.”
Prof. Volfgang MELECKY,
Head of the Department of International Relations

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Poly BURAGOHAIN, Postdoc
Shibsankar DAS, PhD, Exchange
Susmitha EPPALAPALLY, Undergraduate, Exchange
Amrit JAIN, Undergraduate, Exchange
Ayush Kumar JAIN, Undergraduate, Exchange
Pallav KUMAR, Staff
Chithra REGHUVARAN, PhD, Exchange
Ashish Kumar YADAV, Undergraduate, Exchange
Prateek YADAV, Undergraduate, Exchange

KEY FIGURES

1 505

academic staff

23 077
students

12%

8

faculties - all technological
branches

1 687

non-academic

international students
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE partners
Instituto Superior Tecnico
PRESENTATION :
Instituto Superior Técnico provides top
quality higher education, strongly exposed
to Research, Development and Innovation
(RD&I) activities. At our school you can discover a unique international opportunity.
You can build your future making the most
of the widest-ranging supply of courses
in the field of Engineering, Architecture,
Science and Technology.
IST is one of the most reputed school of
engineering, science and technology in
Portugal. Since it’s creation in 1911, IST’s
mission is to contribute to the development
of society by providing top quality higher
education in the areas of Engineering,
Science, Technology and Architecture, at
undergraduate and postgraduate levels, as
well as developing Research, Development
and Innovation activities to allow it to
provide teaching in line with the highest
international standards. In the Academic
Ranking of World Universities 2014, we are
in the TOP 100 in the world, and in the TOP
20 in Europe, ranking number 1 in Portugal.

www.tecnico.ulisboa.pt

H

HERITAGE FELLOWS

ERITAGE is a window of opportunity for academic and
scientific collaboration with India.“

Tasneem AKHTHAR, Master, Exchange

Ana PIPIO,
Coordinator of the International Affairs Office

Debotosh BHATTACHARJEE, Staff
Vikas Laxman GINGINE, PhD, Degree
Hirak Jyoti KASHYAP, Master, Exchange
Chandra Shekhar MISRA, Master, Degree
Rathish Kumar PANCHARATHI, Staff
Biranchi Narayan PANDA, Master, Exchange
Rajat PANDEY, PhD, Exchange
Syamprasad PONUGUMATI, Staff
Pradipta Ranjan RAUTA, PhD, Exchange
Timir Baran ROY, Master, Degree
Shirish SONAWANE, Staff
Karthikeyan SUNDARARAJAN, PhD, Exchange
D. Gunneswara Rao. TIPPABHOTLA, Staff

KEY FIGURES

11 589

853

13%

515

students

international Master students

24%

international PhD students

faculty members

administrative and technical staff

20

86%

of students get a job within six
months after graduation

8

laboratories

research centers and institutes
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE partners
Politecnico di Milano
PRESENTATION :
Politecnico di Milano is one of the most
important technical universities in Europe,
ranked 24th in the world, 7th in Europe and
1st in Italy, according to the QS World University Ranking – Engineering & Technology
2015. Established in 1863, it is the largest
school of Architecture, Design and Engineering in Italy, with seven campuses in Milan
and in other nearby Italian cities hosting
more than 22% of international students
enrolled in Master of Science Programmes.
Many important scientists and architects
studied and taught at Politecnico di Milano.
Among them, Gio Ponti, Renzo Piano and
Aldo Rossi (both Pritzker Price), as well as
Giulio Natta (Nobel Prize in Chemistry).
Strategic research is carried out mainly in
the fields of energy, transport, planning,
management, design, mathematics and
natural and applied sciences, ICT, built
environment, cultural heritage.
Thanks to a strong internationalization
strategy, almost all MSc programmes are
entirely taught in English, thus attracting an
ever-increasing number of talented foreign
students from more than 100 countries.

www.polimi.it

A

university cannot fulfill its mission, unless it adapts to
respond to changing needs of the society.“
Francesco BRIOSCHI,
Founder and first Rector of Politecnico di Milano,
November 29, 1863

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Ramamoorthy BALAKRISHNAN, Staff
Thainswemong CHOUDHURY, PhD, Exchange
Rakesh Chandra DONGARI, PhD, Exchange
Samuel GONUMAKULAPALLE LODI, Staff
Nikita GUPTA, Master, Exchange
Aanchal JASUJA, Master, Exchange
Narayana Subbaraya KALKURA, Staff
Haripriya NAIDU, Master, Exchange
Prasad ONKAR SUBHASRAO, Staff
Pandi PITCHAI, PhD, Degree
Jigyasa POPAT, Master, Exchange
Akshay RANADE, PhD, Degree
Poolan Vivekananda SHANMUGANATHAN, Staff
Rohit SHARMA, PhD, Degree

KEY FIGURES

37 984

enrolled students

6 244

foreign students

1 207

technical administrative staff

1 316

Lakshmi Navya SUNKARA, Master, Exchange

37

Master of Science programmes
(24 totally taught in English)

280

research projects financed by
EU (FP7)

92

Tapan Kumar SWAIN, Master, Exchange
Raviteja TALLURI, Master, Exchange
Kavitha THUMU, Master, Exchange
Prashant TODMAL, PhD, Degree
Parinda VASA, Staff
Raghu Prakash VASU, Staff
Vasu VELAGAPUDI, Staff

Double Degree agreements

teaching staff
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE partners
Politecnico di Torino
PRESENTATION :
Politecnico di Torino (POLITO) is known both
in Italy and abroad as a leading institution
to study engineering and architecture. The
university has around 32 000 students, of
which more than 15% foreign - the highest
percentage in Italy.
Students choose POLITO for its established
reputation, for being highly selective and
sometimes even "tough". Students who are
looking for a thorough education relevant
to the job market or who are interested in
research and a multidisciplinary approach
will be attracted to what the university has
to offer: a multicultural study environment
and a close relationship to businesses,
which share our premises and work with
us on many projects giving students the
opportunity to gain work experience while
still at university.
POLITO is a true research university,
where education and research combine to
meet the real needs of the local area and
economy and most importantly those of
the students, offering a unique experience
for students who want to shape their own
future.

www.polito.it

HERITAGE FELLOWS

T

he HERITAGE mobility at POLITO led to 8 joint publications
made by PhD and Post Docs fellows and 1 PhD co directed
thesis: a tangible result in the collaboration among countries
within the partnership.“

Murali Krishna ADAPA, Staff
Rajat BANERJEE, Staff
Arunseshan CHANDRASEKARAN, PhD, Exchange

Silvia CAROSSO,
Department of International Affairs

Biplab Kumar DEBNATH, Postdoc
Keshava KUMAR S, PhD, Exchange
Naga Samrat Veera Venkata MARUVADA, PhD, Exchange
Sagar PATIL, Master, Exchange
Faiz RATHER, Master, Degree
Dipika ROBIDAS, PhD, Exchange
Chiranjibi SAHOO, Undergraduate, Exchange
Niranjani SELVARAJU, Master, Exchange
Ravi SHAH, PhD, Degree
Raj Kumar SINGH, Postdoc
Aman Deep TRIPATHI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Sarath Chandra VEERLA, Postdoc

KEY FIGURES

33 461

112

16%

916

students

international students

16

courses completely in English

Double Degree agreements

incoming students

1 070

428

cooperation agreements with
foreign universities

425

Erasmus + / "EU PROGRAMME
COUNTRIES" agreements

outgoing students
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE partners
Tallinn University of Technology

PRESENTATION :
Tallinn University of Technology is a modern
European university and is well known for
its multidisciplinary courses and innovative
approach to teaching. TUT aims to become
one of Scandinavia´s top technical universities with a strong focus on high-level
research in engineering, technology, innovation, and entrepreneurship.
Founded in 1918, TUT is the only technical
University in Estonia, which sets a unique
standard for higher education. Heavily investing in R&D, building up highly competitive laboratories, providing programmes in
engineering and technology, natural, exact
and social sciences, TUT is more than living
up to Estonia’s distinction as one of the
most advanced e-societies in the world.
More than 12 000 students and 2 000 employees from over 90 countries are building
up a vibrant international community at TUT.

www.ttu.ee/en

I

am on a journey of personal growth and development. I am
discovering my own self-strengths and weaknesses. Every
predicament transforms me into a more stable physical,
emotional, intellectual and social state.“
Aditi AGARWAL,
HERITAGE grantee

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Soham ADLA, Undergraduate, Exchange
Aditi AGARWAL, Undergraduate, Exchange
Sai Kumar DWIVEDI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Suresh GURJAR, Master, Exchange
Anant JAIKRAY, Master, Exchange
Bharath KASUBOSULA, Master, Exchange
Apneet KAUR, Master, Degree
Imtiyaz KHAN, PhD, Exchange
Kowshik KRISHNEGOWDA, Master, Degree
Vikash KUMAR, Master, Exchange
Deepak PAL, Master, Exchange
Chetan PARWATE, Undergraduate, Exchange
Keyur SORATHIA, Staff
Ramakrishnan SWAMINATHAN, Staff
Kishore Kumar TAPPETA, Staff
Raja Sekhar YELLEPEDDI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Sham Sunder Reddy YENNARAM, Master, Exchange

KEY FIGURES

12 000 students
2 000 staff members
Over 1 400
international students

34 programmes

taught fully in English
• 4 undergraduate
• 20 master
• 10 PhD studies

HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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HERITAGE partners
Technical University Munich
PRESENTATION :
TUM goes back to the founding year of
1868, and the idea it embodies has proven
its worth through the years: excellent
education in the scientific and technical
disciplines, energized by the allure and
adventure of research, cultivating both
personal character and a shared culture.
Countless alumni who got their education
with us have, through their careers,
advanced the development of a knowledgebased society.
TUM is one of Europe’s top universities.
It is committed to excellence in research
and teaching, interdisciplinary education
and the active promotion of promising
young scientists. The university also forges
strong links with companies and scientific
institutions across the world. TUM regularly
ranks among the best European universities
in international rankings.
39 081 young people, 22% percent of
whom come from outside Germany, are
studying in our 13 academic departments.
It is that entrepreneurial spirit, in its liberal
and competitive expression, that brings
our three major objectives to fruition:
scientific scholarship, internationality, and
entrepreneurship.

www.tum.de

HERITAGE FELLOWS

T

he HERITAGE NETWORK has become an essential and
valuable part in the chain of long-lasting relations between
India and Europe in the fields of education, science and
research.“

Niharika Vinay DESHPANDE, Master, Degree
Raymond Joseph HARRY, Master, Exchange
Jose JAMES, PhD, Exchange

Larissa DANSCHINA,
International Exchange Coordinator

Jyotirmoy KARJEE, Postdoc
Baby Cyril KARUTHEDATH, PhD, Degree
Muthu Kumar KUMAR, Master, Degree
Arnab MAITY, Postdoc
Ankit RATHI, Master, Degree
Pranay Kumar REDDY B, Master, Exchange
Balvant Shyamsingh SINGH, Postdoc
Abhishek VAHADANE, PhD, Exchange
Pedapudi Poorna VARAPRASAD, Master, Exchange

KEY FIGURES

Over 39 000

students

About 9 800
employees

528 professors

Over 110

partner universities plus
300 Erasmus cooperations

8 580

Over 46 000
alumni

13 Nobel prizes

foreign students
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HERITAGE partners
University of Seville
PRESENTATION :
The University of Seville is an institution with
more than five centuries of history that have
left a legacy of renowned academic tradition
and a unique cultural heritage. Currently,
its main asset is the extensive university
community (made up of more than 70 000
students, 4 400 professors, and 2 400
service and administrative professionals) and
the integral offering of teaching, research,
culture , and technology transfer.
Coexisting and committed to its city,
Seville, its Campus, with 25 Centres, has
facilities which are constantly growing and
modernising. With its consolidated infrastructure, the University is more closely knit
than ever due to its clear commitment to
NTIC (New Information and Communication
Technologies) and the development of
Technology Transfer that has made the
university a reference point in R&D.
The management of our resources is clearly
tied to the promotion of culture, athletics,
and social and environmental commitment.
As an institution involved in sustainable
development, we participate in the building
of a fairer, more balanced, and supportive
world.

www.us.es

HERITAGE FELLOWS

H

ERITAGE has been a very important and stimulating program
for ETSI. There has been a large number of high quality
research and scientific papers that has come out of this mobility.“

Rama Krishna GOTTIPATI, Postdoc

Prof. Johan WIDEBERG,
Transportation Engineering

Husain KANCHWALA, PhD, Exchange

Sachin JAIN, Staff
Ramsha KARAMPURI, PhD, Exchange
Gopakumar KUMARUKUTTAN NAIR, Staff
Charanraj MOHAN, Master, Degree
Balamurugan RAJAGOPAL, Staff
Yash RAWAT, Undergraduate, Exchange
Deepa Beeta THIYAM, PhD, Exchange
Sunnydayal VANAMBATHINA, PhD, Exchange

KEY FIGURES

6 000

10

500

25%

students per year

professors and researchers

150

external lecturers from industry

company chairs

of international students

15

spin-off companies

150

administrative and technical
staff

50%

of students study abroad (double
degree, internship or exchange
program)
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HERITAGE partners
Warsaw University of Technology
PRESENTATION :
Warsaw University of Technology (WUT)
is a technical research university with
traditions in education dating back to the
nineteenth century. It is a forward-thinking
institution where high-quality education
meets world-class research and innovation. Warsaw University of Technology is
the oldest technical research university
in Poland, ranked number one among all
technical universities in the country. WUT
offers 45 undergraduate and 43 graduate
programmes in 28 fields of study conducted at 19 faculties. WUT offers education
at all levels: B.Sc., M.Sc. and Ph.D. degree
studies in every field of technology - ranging
from civil engineering and architecture to
optoelectronics, materials nanotechnology,
biotechnology and biomedical technology.
We also provide complementation to the
technical studies and offer programmes in
economics, social sciences, management,
administration and business.
WUT puts special emphasis on its students’
and staff participation in international
exchange programmes and internships to
make studies at the Warsaw University of
Technology open doors to global labour
market.

www.pw.edu.pl

H

ERITAGE created strong links on the professional and
personal base between Indian and European Universities. I
am sure that this will continue to be beneficial to all insitutions
involved.“
Prof. Teresa ZIELINSKA,
Rector's Proxy

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Amit AGRAWAL, Undergraduate, Exchange
Vibekananda DUTTA, PhD, Degree
Abhishek KUMAR, Undergraduate, Exchange
Ramamoorthy LUXMAN, Master, Degree
Joseph Davidson MAHARAJAN, Staff
Chandra Sekhar MATLI, Staff
Navein OOTY SANKARANARAYANAPILLAI THAYAMMAL,
Undergraduate, Exchange
Arun Prasath SUBRAMANIAN, Undergraduate, Exchange
Ashesh VASALYA, Master, Degree
Nikesh YADAV, PhD, Degree

KEY FIGURES

37 020
students

4 867
employees

2 185 (45%)
academic staff
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HERITAGE partners
IIT MADRAS
PRESENTATION :
Indian Institute of Technology Madras,
founded in 1959, is one among the
foremost institutes of national importance
in higher technological education, basic and
applied research.
IIT Madras is a residential institute with
nearly 550 faculty, 8 000 students and
1 250 administrative & supporting staff. It
has established itself as a premier centre
for teaching, research and industrial
consultancy in the country. The Institute
has sixteen academic departments and a
few advanced research centres in various
disciplines of engineering and pure sciences,
with nearly 100 laboratories organised in
a unique pattern of functioning. A faculty
of international repute, a brilliant student
community, excellent technical & supporting
staff and an effective administration have all
contributed to the pre-eminent status of IIT
Madras. The campus is located in the city
of Chennai, previously known as Madras.
Chennai is the state capital of Tamilnadu, a
southern state in India.

www.iitm.ac.in

H

ERITAGE gave an opportunity to faculty, students and staff
to experience different cultural, learning environment and
to travel.“

Kavitha G.R.,
Manager - International Relations

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Ramamoorthy BALAKRISHNAN, Staff
Samuel GONUMAKULAPALLE LODI, Staff
Raymond Joseph HARRY, Master, Exchange
Baby Cyril KARUTHEDATH, PhD, Degree
Pandi PITCHAI, PhD, Degree
Ramakrishnan RAMACHANDRAN, Postdoc
Pranay Kumar REDDY B, Master, Exchange
Karthikeyan SUNDARARAJAN, PhD, Exchange
Ramakrishnan SWAMINATHAN, Staff
Pedapudi Poorna VARAPRASAD, Master, Exchange
Anoop VARGHEESE, Master, Degree
Raghu Prakash VASU, Staff

KEY FIGURES

Nearly 550

8 000

16

1 250

faculty numbers

academic departments

Nearly 100

students

administrative and
supporting staff

laboratories
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HERITAGE partners
Anna University

PRESENTATION :
Anna University is a leading technological
university in India, offering Bachelors,
Masters and Ph.D. programmes in various
disciplines of Engineering, Technology, Architecture and Science. Anna University has
entered the QS World University Rankings
in the faculty of engineering and technology
by securing the 293rd spot among the top
universities in the world.
Anna University has been ranked second in
India in terms of research paper citations
in the H-Index category. The rankings are
based on six indicators from more than
800 top universities in the world. Anna
University is accredited for 5 years with A
grade by NAAC in September 2014. The
University constantly strives for excellence
in education, research and societal service
through highly dedicated and competent
teachers.

www.annauniv.edu

H

ERITAGE has made a profound impact on our university. Our
students and staff members are exposed to the advanced
laboratories in the European universities. The knowledge gained
by our faculty members will be disseminated to our students. On
the whole, HERITAGE helped to boost the teaching and learning
environment and has enhanced collaborative research. »
Prof. Dr A. AZAD,
Director of Centre for International Affairs

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Tasneem AKHTHAR, Master, Exchange
Arunseshan CHANDRASEKARAN, PhD, Exchange
Bhavana GOPAL, Master, Degree
Narayana Subbaraya KALKURA, Staff
Baskar KRISHNAN, Staff
Muthu Kumar KUMAR, Master, Degree
Navein OOTY SANKARANARAYANAPILLAI THAYAMMAL,
Undergraduate, Exchange
Balamurugan RAJAGOPAL, Staff
Indhu RAVI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Dipika ROBIDAS, PhD, Exchange
Niranjani SELVARAJU, Master, Exchange
Ishwarya SRIKANTH, Undergraduate, Exchange
Arun Prasath SUBRAMANIAN, Undergraduate, Exchange
Sarath Chandra VEERLA, Postdoc

KEY FIGURES

15 254

252

601

49

students

academic staff

administrative staff

departments
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HERITAGE partners
IISc BANGALORE
PRESENTATION :
The Indian Institute of Science (IISc) was
founded in 1909 as a result of the joint
efforts of Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata, the
Government of India, and the Maharaja of
Mysore. Over the 105 years since its establishment, IISc has become the premier
institute for advanced scientific and technological research and education in India.
The Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
offers a four-year Bachelor of Science
(Research) programme, Masters degrees,
in PhD Programs.
In the recent years, with new centres such
as CiSTUP (The Centre of Infrastructure,
Sustainable Transportation, and Urban
Planning), the Divecha Centre for Climate
Change, the Centre for Earth Sciences, the
Centre for NeuroScience, the Centre for
Excellence in Nano Science and Engineering (CeNSE), and the Robert Bosch Centre
for Cyber Physical Systems (RBCCPS),
the Institute has vigorously promoted
inter-disciplinary research.
With these recent improvements, the
Institute can look forward to an era of high
productivity, increasing impact, and rising
prominence in the world.

www.iisc.ernet.in

I

nternational research experience gained by students and
faculty members is the key success of the HERITAGE project.“
Prof. Govindan RANGARAJAN,
Department of Mathematics

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Jyotirmoy KARJEE, Postdoc
Keshava KUMAR S, PhD, Exchange
Gopakumar KUMARUKUTTAN NAIR, Staff
Arnab MAITY, Postdoc
Naga Samrat Veera Venkata MARUVADA,
PhD, Exchange
Prasad ONKAR SUBHASRAO, Staff
Madhumita PAL, Postdoc

KEY FIGURES

3 500

39

500

1 400

600

80

students (2 200 PhD students)

professors and researchers

administrative staff

departments, units or centres

SCI journal papers/year

MoUs with 80 Universities
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HERITAGE partners
IIT BOMBAY

PRESENTATION :
Established in 1958, IIT Bombay is recognized
worldwide as a leader in the field of engineering education and research. Reputed for the
outstanding calibre of students graduating
from its undergraduate and postgraduate
programmes, the institute attracts the best
students from the country for its bachelor's,
master's and doctoral programmes.
Research and academic programmes at IIT
Bombay are driven by outstanding faculty
members, many of whom are reputed for
their research contributions internationally.
Faculty members of IIT Bombay have won
many prestigious awards and recognitions.
Over the years, the institute has also
created a niche for its innovative short-term
courses through continuing education and
distance education programmes.
IIT Bombay also builds links with peer
universities and institutes, both at the
national and the international levels, to
enhance research and enrich its educational
programmes.

www.iitb.ac.in

H

ERITAGE has successfully brought some of the best
European and Indian institutions together. We plan to stay
together and further develop the strong HERITAGE NETWORK
that we have built.“
Prof. Rajiv DUSANE,
Dean International Relations

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Anant JAIKRAY, Master, Exchange
Prathamesh Shreekant JOSHI,
Undergraduate, Exchange
Karunakara Poopathi KARUPPASAMY POOLAN, Staff
Chetan PARWATE, Undergraduate, Exchange
Gayatri SARATHY, Staff
Parinda VASA, Staff

KEY FIGURES

15

academic departments

~10 000
students
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HERITAGE partners
IIT GUWAHATI
PRESENTATION :
IIT Guwahati, the sixth member of the IIT
fraternity, was established under the Institutes of Technology (Amendment) Act
1994. IITG has grown at a rapid pace, both
in terms of its physical infrastructure and its
academic and research programs. IITG has
now put in place a world-class infrastructure and state-of-the-art facilities for its
academic and research programs, both in
the classical areas of science, technology
and humanities and in various new and
emerging areas. Its activities are supported
through eleven academic departments and
three inter-disciplinary centers covering all
major disciplines in engineering, science
and humanities.
The picturesque 275 hectare campus of
IITG is dotted with small lakes and heavily
wooded hills. Developed in an ecologically
friendly fashion, this is the most scenic
campus amogst all the IITs. It combines
all the facilities for a modern township in
a natural setting which gives a glimpse of
the natural flora and fauna of the region.
Its beautiful campus is an ideal setting for
a safe, productive and stimulating academic
environment.

www. iitg.ac.in

T

he faculty program under the Erasmus Mundus HERITAGE
Project was an excellent cross-cultural experience.
The opportunity to work with experts in their field like Prof.
Fouad Bennis and exposure to cutting-edge technology and
labs was an enriching professional experience.“
Prof. Rajib BHATTARCHARJYA,
Department of Civil Engineering

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Murali Krishna ADAPA, Staff
Arka BHAKTA, Master, Degree
Rajib Kumar BHATTACHARJYA, Staff
Poly BURAGOHAIN, Postdoc
Thainswemong CHOUDHURY, PhD, Exchange
Raj Jyoti DAS, Master, Degree
Shibsankar DAS, PhD, Exchange
Biplab Kumar DEBNATH, Postdoc
Niharika Vinay DESHPANDE, Master, Degree
Neeraj KUMAR, PhD, Exchange
Rajat PANDEY, PhD, Exchange
Ankit RATHI, Master, Degree
Murtuza Nuruddin SHERGADWALA,
Undergraduate, Exchange
Satish SHIVARUDRAIAH, PhD, Exchange
Keyur SORATHIA, Staff

KEY FIGURES

11

academic departments

1 200

students per year

402

Abhishek VAHADANE, PhD, Exchange

437

administrative &
technical staff

5

interdisciplinary
research centers

faculty members
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HERITAGE partners
IIT KANPUR

PRESENTATION :
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur is
one of the premier institutions established
in 1959 by the Government of India. IITK
is one of the top technological institutions
in India, primarily focused on research in
engineering and science, and the teaching
of undergraduates, postgraduates and
Integrated M.Sc. Programmes in Sciences
(Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics) and
Economics. It has formulated a long term
plan for bringing in a high level of participation from Indian industry in its research
activities.
The aim of the Institute is to provide meaningful education, to conduct original
research of the highest standard and
to provide leadership in technological
innovation for the industrial growth of the
country. The Institute not only celebrates
freedom of thought, cultivates vision and
encourages growth, but also inculcates
human values and concern for the environment and the society. IITK would like to
be reckoned as an international technological university by pursuing the following
two-track approach: Continue to hold top
ranking for undergraduate education and
Reach a status of a tier 1 research university on the world stage.

www. iitk.ac.in

C

oming together of diverse ideas for a unified purpose called
education is HERITAGE.“

Babita LOHANI,
International Programmes Coordinator

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Soham ADLA, Undergraduate, Exchange
Atul DHAR, Postdoc
Husain KANCHWALA, PhD, Exchange
Murali Prasad PANTA, Staff

KEY FIGURES

15

415

3 938

32 000

2 400

1 439

departments

undergraduate

graduate students

faculty members

Alumni

research staff (PhD)
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HERITAGE partners
NIT ROURKELA
PRESENTATION :
The National Institute of Technology at
Rourkela (NITR), founded in 1961, received
the status of “Institute of National Importance” from the Government of India. It is
a prestigious Indian institute that is spread
over 260 hectares of lush green picturesque
landscape of Rourkela in Odisha province of
India.
The curriculum of the NITR provides an
optimum mix of theory and practical, with a
bias on industrial applications. Its academic
excellence has been time and again recognized by the various surveying agencies.
The most recent survey recognizes the NITR
as the best Engineering Institution in East
India and the 2nd amongst all NITs in India.
The NITR has long-held relations with
European Institutes / Universities / Funding
agencies. Two such notable collaborations
are the Indo-UK-REC project for the
Materials theme in the Metallurgical and
Materials Engineering and the World
Bank-cum-Swiss Development Corporation
IMPACT project for the Computer Science
and Electronics.

www.nitrkl.ac.in

H

ERITAGE: A fine beginning of European experience that laid
the foundation of International Exchange Program at NIT
Rourkela.“

Mukesh K. GUPTA,
Associate Professor and Head, Department of Biotechnology
and Medical Engineering,

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Sai Kumar DWIVEDI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Rama Krishna GOTTIPATI, Postdoc
Suresh GURJAR, Master, Exchange
Hirak Jyoti KASHYAP, Master, Exchange
Imtiyaz KHAN, PhD, Exchange
Deepak PAL, Master, Exchange
Biranchi Narayan PANDA, Master, Exchange
Pradipta Ranjan RAUTA, PhD, Exchange
Chithra REGHUVARAN, PhD, Exchange
Sarthak ROUT, Undergraduate, Exchange
Chiranjibi SAHOO, Undergraduate, Exchange
Ashish SINGH, Undergraduate, Exchange
Tapan Kumar SWAIN, Master, Exchange

KEY FIGURES

Over 4 000

undergraduate students
(800 Master + 500 PhD)

18 000

Alumni Engineers

280

faculty members

400

administrative
and Technical staff

Over 65

international students from
11 countries

7 MoUs

with international universities
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HERITAGE partners
NIT WARANGAL
PRESENTATION :
National Institute of Technology, Warangal, formerly known as Regional Engineering College, was established in 1959. The
Institute has the distinction of having produced about 550 PhDs, so far. With well
qualified faculty strength and with an excellent infrastructure in the form of state
of the art research equipment, networking
and cyber facilities, library, seminar halls,
guesthouses and laboratories accessible
in all its engineering, mathematics, physics,
chemistry, management and physical education departments, the institute enjoys
the reputation of being ranked among the
top 10 technical education institutes in the
country.
There are 14 Departments offering eight
undergraduate and 29 post-graduate programmes besides doctoral programmes.
About 5 000 students across the country
and about 500 international students pursue their education in the campus. NIT
Warangal is also a partner in the IndoEurope Erasmus Mundus Academic Exchange
programmes, HERITAGE and EUPHRATES
besides having MoUs with several national
and international academic, R&D and industrial establishments.

www.nitw.ac.in/nitw/

I

n a matter of 1 month I learnt one-year-worth academic awareness at Warsaw University of Technology.“
Prof. Chandra Sekhar MATLI,
Department of Civil Engineering

KEY FIGURES

13

200

Nearly 100

360

1 550

15%

departments

laboratories

graduates per year

teaching staff

administrative and technical staff

international students

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Aditi AGARWAL, Undergraduate, Exchange
Amit AGRAWAL, Undergraduate, Exchange
Madhu DASARI, Master, Exchange
Rakesh Chandra DONGARI, PhD, Exchange
Susmitha EPPALAPALLY, Undergraduate, Exchange
Vikas Laxman GINGINE, PhD, Degree
Nikita GUPTA, Master, Exchange
Amrit JAIN, Undergraduate, Exchange
Ayush Kumar JAIN, Undergraduate, Exchange
Deep SETH, PhD, Degree I Sachin JAIN, Staff
Aanchal JASUJA, Master, Exchange
S.V.N.P.Sriharisantosh KAKARLA, Master, Exchange
Ramsha KARAMPURI, PhD, Exchange
Bharath KASUBOSULA, Master, Exchange
Mohammad Shihabuddin KHAN, Master, Exchange
Virinchi Naga Sarma KUCHIBHOTLA, Master, Degree
Abhishek KUMAR, Undergraduate, Exchange
Joseph Davidson MAHARAJAN, Staff
Chandra Sekhar MATLI, Staff I Haripriya NAIDU, Master, Exchange
Rathish Kumar PANCHARATHI, Staff I Sagar PATIL, Master, Exchange
Syamprasad PONUGUMATI, Staff I Jigyasa POPAT, Master, Exchange
Yash RAWAT, Undergraduate, Exchange
Shubham SAHU, Undergraduate, Exchange
Ravi SHAH, PhD, Degree I Rohit SHARMA, PhD, Degree
Lakshmi Navya SUNKARA, Master, Exchange
Kavitha THUMU, Master, Exchange
D. Gunneswara Rao. TIPPABHOTLA, Staff
Shirish SONAWANE, Staff I Prashant TODMAL, PhD, Degree
Raviteja TALLURI, Master, Exchange I Kishore Kumar TAPPETA, Staff
Aman Deep TRIPATHI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Sunnydayal VANAMBATHINA, PhD, Exchange
Vasu VELAGAPUDI, Staff I Nikesh YADAV, PhD, Degree
Ashish Kumar YADAV, Undergraduate, Exchange
Prateek YADAV, Undergraduate, Exchange
Raja Sekhar YELLEPEDDI, Undergraduate, Exchange
Sham Sunder Reddy YENNARAM, Master, Exchange
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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associate partners

T

he HERITAGE project involves industries and
organizations as associate partners : Campus
France, T.I.M.E., DCNS. Their participation to the
project contributes to the recognition of the
added value of the European degrees and study
periods in India and provides fellows with better
opportunities to find employment in India. Consequently it participates in the sustainability of the
project and fights against brain drain.
Campus France, as the national agency for the
promotion of French culture and studies in the
world contributes considerably to the dissemination of the project

Campus France

PRESENTATION :
Campus France is a non-profit national Agency serving the public
interest and acts under the supervision of the Ministry of Foreign
and European Affairs, the Ministry of National Education and the
Ministry of Higher Education and Research.
Campus France currently has 263 member institutions including
most French universities, engineering schools, business
schools and other specialised institutions. Campus France has
approximately 40 members of staff in Paris and 300 people who
staff its network of 136 overseas offices and 46 annexes in 107
countries which are under the authority of the French embassies.
Dedicated to international mobility in higher education and
research, Campus France’s overarching mission is to reinforce
the attractiveness of French higher education abroad. It carries
out promotion activities throughout the world and supports
international students from before they leave home until the end
of their study stay.

C

ampus France has been very pleased to take part in the
HERITAGE project as an associate partner, to strengthen and
confirm the strong cooperation already existing between India
and the European Union, including France. This project has been
very competently led by Centrale Nantes and it has been a great
pleasure to be associated in its consortium.“

www.campusfrance.org/en

associate partners

Top Industrial Managers
For Europe T.I.M.E. Association

DcnS

PRESENTATION :
Founded in 1989, the T.I.M.E. Association is a network of 53 leading
technical universities and engineering schools in 20 different
countries in Europe, Asia and America, which cooperate in order
to promote academic recognition and exchange of staff and
students. Major activities include long-term student exchanges for
dual degrees, joint programmes (intensive and extensive), quality
control and certification of members’ cooperation programmes.
T.I.M.E. also supports joint projects between or involving its
members. Members of the T.I.M.E. Association have a long
experience of working together and have been successful in
setting up and operating various projects under EU funding
programmes such as Erasmus Mundus.

PRESENTATION :
DCNS Research is the corporate research center of DCNS, a European leading manufacturer of naval defence and marine energy
system. DCNS Research is engaged in numerous collaborative
international research programmes in hydrodynamics, structural
resistance, material science, IT, acoustics…
DCNS Research has signed a MoU with IIT Bombay covering
future cooperation on education and research.
DCNS has been awarded a major naval programme in India and
owns an Indian subsidiary, DCNS India.

ERITAGE is a fine example of international cooperation. For
the T.I.M.E. Association, it was a wonderful opportunity to
meet Indian colleagues and understand how they work.“

DCNS is supporting the project principally by advising the
academic partners on professional education needs and
employability. DCNS is recruiting scientists and engineers both in
France and in India.

www.time-association.org

www.en.dcnsgroup.com

H
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associate partners

T

he 3 associate Indians Higher Education Institutions have played a major complementary
role in the promotion and dissemination of the
project.

Delhi University

Working with Delhi University, IIT Rajasthan and
VIT University, and widely promoting the project,
enhance the interactions between European and
Indian HEIs and privilege the dissemination of
good practices.

PRESENTATION :
The University of Delhi, started in 1922 with three colleges and
750 students, and has become one of India’s largest institutions
of higher learning. Presently, the University has 16 faculties, 86
departments, 77 colleges and a few other recognized institutes
with around 150 000 regular students and more than 250 000
students in the distance learning stream.
The University of Delhi has for long been aware of its role in a
larger international academic community, and in pursuance of
this, the University has been reaching out to fraternal institutions
for collaborative programmes, research networks, student
exchanges and so on.

www.du.ac.in/du

associate partners

IIT RAJASTHAN

VIT UNIVERSITY

PRESENTATION :

PRESENTATION :

IIT Rajasthan is one of the new IITs set up by the MHRD in the year
2008. IIT Rajasthan offers bachelors, masters and PhD programs
in a number of disciplines. The total student strength at the
institute is about 600.

VIT University established in 1984 offers more than 50 Bachelor
and Master programmes. With student strength of 20 000
(including 1 000 foreign students from 44 countries) and 1 100
faculty members, it is one of the top ranked universities in India
and well recognized globally for its academic excellence through
national and international accreditations.

IIT Rajasthan has faculty who are recognized for their work in a
number of specializations such as Energy, ICT, Systems Science
and humanities.

www.iitj.ac.in

www.vit.ac.in
HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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meetings

Kick-off meeting
IIT MADRAS, 5-6TH NOVEMBER 2012

C

entrale Nantes applied for the Erasmus Mundus Action 2 call for
applications in March 2012, as coordinator of the HERITAGE project.
After the selection of HERITAGE as one of the 4 Erasmus Mundus
projects between Europe and India funded by the European
Commission in July 2012, the coordination team started to prepare for
the implementation of the project and the Kick-off meeting. As IIT
Madras is the joint-coordinating institution of HERITAGE, Chennai was
naturally chosen to hold the meeting.

and financial rules was validated, partners both from Europe and
India could confront their methods, especially in terms of academic
management, to find a common way of working together. After two
days of discussions, of comparing the viewpoints, sometimes with
heated debates on key issues such as credits transfer, solutions
were already appearing. In spite of the variety of the mechanisms
used, the mutual understanding between the partners was
strengthened. The first cornerstones of the consortium were set up.

From paper to reality, from application to selection, the challenge
of this very first meeting was to create a real partnership and to
set the spirit of the project, with the introduction of the roles and
responsibilities of each partner. From day 1 it was important to share a
common vision of HERITAGE: not only an implementation of mobility,
but also a real step forward in the academic and scientific exchanges
between India and Europe, in a sustainable way, to go beyond the
EU funding. Once the management process with the administrative

The coordinator and all the partners felt ready to face the challenge
of the 4 years to come. They all came back home being proud to
be part of the already strong HERITAGE project, and they started to
promote and settle the procedures and necessary support for the
implementation of the mobility.

meetings

OBJECTIVES:
- Set up the consortium
agreements
- Share the target number for
mobility and promotion methods
- Discuss the cornerstones:
credit exchanges, recognition
of studies, quality…
- Create a consortium spirit

HERITAGE - Erasmus Mundus Partnership India-Europe
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meetings

Progress meeting
CENTRALE NANTES, 28-29TH FEBRUARY 2013

A

fter the Kick-off meeting, the coordination team at Centrale
Nantes gathered all the academic offers prepared by the hosting
EU institutions, according to specific templates. All these offers were
made available on the HERITAGE website, and the promotion of the
call started with the help of all the partners and their network. Four
months after the Kick-off meeting, the first call for applications was
a success with more than 1000 applications.
The objective of the progress meeting was to validate the decision
of the selection committee of the first cohort, and the next steps
of the project: preparation of mobility, follow-up procedures,
recognition of study/research periods, quality control, and etc. for
the next 3 years of mobility.
The partnership now knew the names of the fellows who were about
to carry out a HERITAGE mobility and make the project truly alive. The
work achieved during all these months was going to take shape with
the arrival of the first fellows.

The progress meeting was also the opportunity for the coordinator
to get feedback from the partners on the first months of the
project focusing on the promotion, the application phase, the
communication. Good practices were highlighted and corrective
actions were set up when needed.
The consortium would meet again in its entirety only at the end of
the project. Each partner had the tools to monitor each aspect of the
mobility until then.

meetings

OBJECTIVES:
- Validate the decision of the
selection committee
- Validate the process:
announcement of results,
preparation of the mobility,
follow-up documents, etc.
- Discuss the cornerstones:
credit exchanges, recognition
of studies, quality, etc.
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SELECTIONS

HERITAGE FORESEEN MOBILITY AS IN THE APPLICATION
Type of mobility

EACEA requirements

TG1

(50% min.)

TG2

TG3

(15% min.)

TOTAL

Undergraduate (10-20%)

9

-

6

15 (11%)

Master (25-35%)

22

17

6

45 (32%)

PhD (20-30%)

14

10

6

30 (21%)

Postdoc (5-15%)

6

6

3

15 (11%)

Staff (15-25%)

25

10

-

35 (25%)

76 (54%)

43 (31%)

21 (15%)

140

TOTAL

E

ach call resulted in a huge number of
applications (see tables), which were checked
by the coordination team to define the list of
eligible applications from an administrative
point of view (based on the eligibility rules and
the required documents previously defined).

Once this step completed, the list of eligible
applications was sent to the host institutions
which proceeded to the academic evaluation
based on well-defined criteria (listed on the
HERITAGE website). In the end, the Selection

Committee gathered for each cohort in order
to issue a Main List, a Reserve List and a NonSelected list, based on the academic evaluations
performed by the host institutions.
After the announcement of the results, the
management of the reserve list, the preparation
of mobility and the late drop-outs, the HERITAGE
fellows started their mobility. The final figures are
detailed by type of mobility in the tables.

A

s per the contract signed
with the EACEA (Education,
Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency), the objective was
to reach 140 mobility. In order to
fill all the target groups and mobility levels, 3 calls for applications
were necessary (corresponding to
3 cohorts). Each applicant had the
possibility to choose a maximum
of 3 European partners, as wished
host institutions.

meetings

COHORT 1

COHORT 2

Call for Applications open from
3rd December 2012 to 3rd February 2013.
NUMBER OF CLOSED APPLICATIONS
Type of mobility

TG1

TG2

TG3

TOTAL

COHORT 3

Call for Applications open from 19th July to
16h September 2013.
NUMBER OF CLOSED APPLICATIONS
Type of mobility

TG1

TG2

TG3

TOTAL

Call for applications open from 6th January
to 6th March 2015.
NUMBER OF CLOSED APPLICATIONS
Type of mobility

TG1

TG2

TG3

TOTAL

Undergraduate

85

3

-

88

Undergraduate

133

-

15

148

Undergraduate

39

3

13

55

Master

315

283

24

622

Master

52

34

5

91

Master

74

72

37

183

PhD

131

53

18

202

PhD

35

2

37

74

TOTAL

113

75

50

238

Postdoc

17

15

5

37

Postdoc

10

1

-

11

Staff

85

13

-

98

Staff

-

-

-

-

TOTAL

633

367

47

1047

230

37

57

324

TOTAL

HERITAGE FELLOWS
Type of mobility

HERITAGE FELLOWS

TG1

TG2

TG3

TOTAL

Undergraduate

9

-

-

9

Master

12

10

5

PhD

19

2

2

Postdoc

5

2

Staff

25

4

TOTAL

70

18

Type of mobility

HERITAGE FELLOWS

TG1

TG2

TG3

TOTAL

Undergraduate

8

-

4

12

27

Master

12

2

1

23

PhD

-

1

7

-

7

Postdoc

4

1

-

5

-

29

Staff

-

-

-

-

7

95

TOTAL

24

4

12

40

Type of mobility

TG1

TG2

TG3

TOTAL

Undergraduate

1

-

2

3

15

Master

2

-

4

6

8

TOTAL

3

-

6

9
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meetings

Final Meeting
IIT GUWAHATI, 9-10TH MAY 2016

A

fter 4 years of exchanges in the framework of the HERITAGE
project, the partners met again several months before the
official ending of the grant agreement. This Final Meeting was crucial
to ensure that all the objectives were achieved, analyse the
real impact of the project, and define the ways to keep the
partnership sustainable.
During those two days, all the partners were invited to give their
feedback on the outcomes of the project, on the improvements
that had been made locally in terms of management, on the
results of the mobility exchanges. Several grantees back home
also shared their experience and presented the results of their
mobility in terms of research projects, publications and personal
achievements. There is no doubt that such a project contributes to
enriching all the stakeholders at all levels, and this final meeting
could clearly highlight this aspect.

The key topics of internationalization, recognition of studies,
quality and sustainability were presented and discussed among
the partners and led to fruitful discussions. In accordance with the
strong willingness of the partners to keep the HERITAGE project
up and running, the creation of the HERITAGE NETWORK was
unanimously decided. This network will allow the continuation of
the cooperation and exchanges between the partners, as well as
meetings on a regular basis and the organization of events such as
seminars and conferences.
In conclusion, the Final Meeting is not to be regarded as an ending,
but rather as the beginning of a new adventure claiming inheritance
from the HERITAGE project to the HERITAGE NETWORK.

meetings

OBJECTIVES:
- Highlight the outcomes of the
project
- Get feedback from all the
stakeholders (coordinator,
partners, fellows)
- Discuss about the sustainability
of the project
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events

E

START OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR

very term, the host institutions
organize welcome events for the
new incoming students. It is part of
the integration process implemented
by the institutions in order for the
students to get acquainted with
the academic and administrative
procedures. Being abroad for the first
time, discovering a new organization,
meeting new people, learning new
subjects, it feels good to participate
in the official welcome events of the
institution, which mark the beginning
of the adventure!

/ CHRISTMAS IN EUROPE

events

L

iving in a foreign country also
means knowing about the local
celebrations. Christmas is more than
a religious festival, it is the opportunity to get together and cheer the
people we love. HERITAGE fellows
could feel the Christmas’ spirit, meet
Santa Claus and share local cuisine.
They found a family at their host
institutions, among all the students
and staff celebrating and sharing this
special moment all together!
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events

B

INDIAN CULTURE IN EUROPE

eing in mobility abroad is not only
about learning from the others’
cultures, it is also sharing one’s own
culture. HERITAGE fellows brought
their cultures with them and together
with the other Indian students, they
shared their dances, songs, festivals
such as the festival of colors HOLI!
Great memories for all!

/ PHOTO CONTEST

events

T

he HERITAGE Community was very
excited about the photo contest
organized in February 2014. This
event was made to strengthen the
community and value the participants.
All HERITAGE fellows could send their
pictures on the theme “So Different”.
The picture which got the highest
number of likes was from Deepak Pal,
Master student at Tallinn University of
Technology, Estonia. Congratulations!
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events

T

EMA DAY 2015

he Erasmus Mundus Alumni Day
(EMA Day) is an initiative of the
Erasmus Mundus Association (EMA)
to spread awareness about the programme and to strengthen the belonging to the Erasmus Mundus projects.
On November 28, 2015, many of the
alumni and current grantees shared
this exceptionally fun experience
worldwide, in more than 70 cities!
Many of the HERITAGE partners cities
were part of the experience, among
them Lisbon, Milan, Munich, Nantes,
Prague, Bangalore.

/ INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

events

H

ERITAGE fellows were invited to
participate in the local activities
of the host institutions. Whether it be
a company forum or a cultural event,
there were many opportunities to get
involved in the local life. International
cultural events are among these
memorable moments, when all could
cook, play, dance, sing, speak in
various languages and simply enjoy
being together!
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Communication tools

T

he promotion activity of the HERITAGE
project relied on 3 main communication
and information tools, regulary updated:
1/The HERITAGE website,
2/ Facebook & social networks,
3/ The HERITAGE community newsletter.
Participation to international conferences
and fairs, publications in EU and Indian
press, promotion through cultural and
diplomatic representations (embassies,
cultural centers, etc.) highly increased the
visibility of the project.

1 | The HERITAGE website
www.HERITAGE-ema2.eu
The HERITAGE website is the real virtual
anchor of the programme. The public pages
and the partner private space were developed
in cooperation with Warsaw University of
Technology. Updated on a regular basis, the
website is the easiest way to get proper official
information about the project: objectives, eligibility rules, dates of calls for applications, etc.

2 | Facebook & social networks,
Youtube channel
 ww.facebook.com/HERITAGE
w
EramusMundusAction2Partnership
EuropeIndia
The Facebook page makes the information
more dynamic, attractive and easily available
to visitors entering a platform they are familiar
with. It was an important tool to built the
HERITAGE community.
Important dates of the project (meetings, calls
for applications), news from the partners,
papers published in periodicals and other
websites regarding HERITAGE, sharing
grantees’ experiences are the types of information shared. This page was updated regularly during the whole duration of the project.

The Youtube channel is complementary to
the website and the Facebook page. The
HERITAGE channel was created to gather all
the HERITAGE project videos: experiences of
students, comments from partners, etc.

3|
The HERITAGE community
newsletter
Released 5 times during the project (November
2012, July and November 2013, January and
December 2015), the HERITAGE community
newsletter gathered important information
about the life of the HERITAGE project and of
the HERITAGE community.
An edito explained what the HERITAGE project
had already achieved, the “Hot Topics” parts
presented the current affairs, then a focus
was made, either on the launch of a call for
applications, the results of the selection or any
other important event of the project.
A large part of the newsletter, written by the
HERITAGE fellows, presented “My HERITAGE
experience” all over Europe, as well as the
partner institutions in details. Then, a final
“Community News” and “Coming Next” part
presented the near future news about the
partner institutions and the HERITAGE project.
All these newsletters are available online, and
were communicated to the fellows, partners,
institutionnal networks to promote the
HERITAGE project and its achievements.

Communication tools
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Impacts of
HERITAGE
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Introduction

A

s part of the quality process, various surveys were launched
during the HERITAGE project, towards the fellows and towards
the partner institutions.The aim was to follow up the development
of the project and its outcomes, as well as the smooth execution
of the mobility, but also to measure the impact of the HERITAGE
project with qualitative and quantitative indicators.

HERITAGE fellows completed online questionnaires in the
beginning, during and at the end of their mobility, in order to give
their feedback and monitor the various steps of the project and of
the mobility. Among other data, the results of these surveys give a
global overview of the benefits of the HERITAGE project on various
aspects at linguistic, cultural, professional, scientific, personal and
institutional levels.
HERITAGE partners completed a global survey in the beginning and
at the end of the project, in order to monitor the global impact on
their internationalization and practices. Questionnaires were also
given and analyzed after each meeting (Kick-off, Selection, Progress
and Final Meetings) in order to monitor the development of the
project and of our objectives.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR HERITAGE MOBILITY?

H

ERITAGE: A yardstick of quality, where Students are used
to an environment where excellence is expected.”
Pradipta Rajan RAUTA,
PhD at Instituto Superior Técnico

INTRO

WOULD YOU DO YOUR
HERITAGE MOBILITY AGAIN?

I

read the experiences of students who went under HERITAGE
Project in cohort 1, it was really inspiring. HERITAGE was a
very good opportunity to learn a lot of things. That turned
out to be the best decision of my life (so far).”

WOULD YOU RECOMMEND
OTHER STUDENTS FROM INDIA
TO DO A HERITAGE MOBILITY?

A

sk me in what way HERITAGE mobility didn't help, then I
will not have any answer.”

Kavitha THUMU,
Master at Politecnico di Milano

Suresh GURJAR,
Master at Tallinn University of Technology
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LINGUISTIC IMPACTS
IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY ON THE KNOWLEDGE
OF THE LANGUAGE OF THE HOST COUNTRY
[PHD / POST-DOC / STAFF]

EU LANGUAGES OF THE CONSORTIUM:
CZECH / ENGLISH / ESTONIAN / FRENCH / GERMAN / ITALIAN /
POLISH / PORTUGUESE / SPANISH

KEY FIGURES

86% of the Degree-Seeking fellows considered the language
barrier as an obstacle during the first part of their mobility.

82% of the Degree-Seeking students followed local
language classes.

W

e were impressed with the smiling and helpful faces which
light up even further when we could utter a little French.”
Karunakara Poopathi KARUPPASAMY POOLAN,
Staff at Centrale Nantes

LINGUISTIC IMPACTS

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF
THE LANGUAGE OF THE HOST COUNTRY
[UNDERGRADUATE & MASTER]

I

enjoyed studying at Politechnika Warszawa so much that I
started to spend more time than usual in studies. I also learnt
the Polish language quite well along with basics of Russian,
Lithuanian languages.”
Arun Prasath SUBRAMANIAN,
Undergraduate at Warsaw University of Technology

I

learnt the Portuguese culture as much as I can. I completed a
Level 2 course in Portuguese.”
Hirak KASHYAP,
Master at Instituto Superior Técnico

T

he environment at the university was highly multicultural.
The language classes helped us a lot into integrating with
the local culture which is amazing.”
Mohammad Shihabuddin KHAN,
Master at Centrale Nantes
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CULTURAL IMPACTS
IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE CULTURAL
AWARENESS OF EUROPE

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE ABILITY TO SEE
THE HOME COUNTRY IN A
DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

H

ERITAGE was an amazing cross-cultural experience to learn
as well as to express myself to the European culture.”
Pradipta Rajan RAUTA,
PhD at Instituto Superior Técnico

I

see life in a total different way now. I understand the culture in a
different way. I broke all the previous cultural notions that I had
and I tried to look at them in a more broad sense. It is what all the
exchange is about: breaking the cultural gap between nations.”
Susmitha EPPALAPALLY,
Undergraduate at Czech Technical University

cultural IMPACTS

IMPACT OF THE
MOBILITY ON THE
KNOWLEDGE OF THE
CULTURE OF THE HOST
COUNTRY

T

his mobility visit gave me the
opportunity to get inspiration
from the cultural values of France
and exposure to other countries of
the region. This visit has positively
impacted my attitude towards Europe
and the EU.”
Atul DHAR,
Postdoc at Centrale Nantes

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
IN THE HOST COUNTRY

E

ach country and places have its
own traditions and cultures which
is unique of its own. The mobility
period gives the overall exposure to
these various traditions and cultures.
It gives a unique experience and
develop respect to each culture.”
Thainswemong CHOUDHURY,
PhD at Politecnico di Milano
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PERSONAL IMPACTS

I

have faced many sorts of problems during the HERITAGE mobility.
But, I have faced them all with positive attitude. Now, I have the
confidence that I can stay and make myself comfortable in any place.”
Haripriya NAIDU,
Master at Politecnico di Milano

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE ABILITY TO
OVERCOME OBSTACLES

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY ON
THE SELF-CONFIDENCE OF THE
FELLOWS

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY ON
THE INTERCULTURAL SKILLS

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE ABILITY TO ADAPT
ONESELF TO A NEW
ENVIRONMENT

T

here is an emotional attachment that I found a new home
in Nantes; thousands of miles away from my original home.”
Mohammad Shihabuddin KHAN,
Master at Centrale Nantes

PERSONAL IMPACTS

I

can say that it was a life changing Experience for me. This experience
has developed my personality in almost all the ways (Intellectually,
socially, and physically) and all this took my SELF CONFIDENCE to the
next level.”
Yash RAWAT,
Undergraduate at University of Seville

IMPACT OF THE
MOBILITY ON THE
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE READINESS TO WORK/
LIVE IN ANOTHER COUNTRY
THAN INDIA

I

n one word HERITAGE is the bridge between diversified cultures.
This not only shaped my cultural concept but also my personal
attitude towards other culture and people.”
Mohammad Shihabuddin KHAN,
Master at Centrale Nantes
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PROFESSIONAL IMPACTS
HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR MOBILITY HELPED/WILL
HELP YOU TO BUILD UP YOUR FUTURE CAREER?
54%

35%

2%
1
Not at all

N

4%

5%

2

3

4

5
Very much

ow I act most of the time out of the box, compared to my
friends who have never been abroad.”

Suresh GURJAR,
Master at Tallinn University of Technology

T

he experience has helped me to identify my strengths and
weaknesses. If I apply for job now, I could tell them about
my experience abroad, which was out of my comfort zone and
where I learnt a wide range of things.”
Aditi AGARWAL,
Undergraduate at Tallinn University of Technology

professional IMPACTS

HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR DIPLOMA FROM YOUR
HOST UNIVERSITY HELPED/WILL HELP YOU TO FIND A
JOB IN YOUR HOME COUNTRY?
27%
23%

I

am currently working for Caterpillar on Engine components
design, where experience gained at Politecnico di Torino is
immensely helpful. My mobility helps me a lot on my day to day
design activities.”
Aman Deep TRIPATHI,
Undergraduate at Politecnico di Torino

27%
23%

0%
1
Not at all

2

3

4

5
Very much

H

ERITAGE helped me to reach the position that I have been
dreaming of. At my Host Institute I carried out research
on a potential topic in collaboration with Alstom Transport
Industry. At later stages, Alstom Transport has offered me a
permanent employee position here in India.”
Kavitha THUMU,
Master at Politecnico di Milano
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HERITAGE
had no effect

HERITAGE
improved it a lot

SCIENTIFIC IMPACTS

M

y mobility gave me an insight into the research work.
As I could choose subjects from other fields of study as well,
I developed an interdisciplinary approach to my field of interest.”
Aditi AGARWAL,
Undergraduate at Tallinn University of Technology

IMPACT OF
THE MOBILITY ON
THE SCIENTIFIC
IMPROVEMENT ON THE
SPECIALISATION

IMPACT OF THE
MOBILITY ON THE
KNOWLEDGE OF NEW
TEACHING & LEARNING
METHODS

45%

28%

52%

14%
8%
3%
28%

1
HERITAGE
had no effect

2%
2

3

4

5
Not concerned
HERITAGE
improved it a lot

11%
2%

3%

1
HERITAGE
had no effect

2

A

4%
3

4

47%

5
Not concerned
HERITAGE
improved it a lot

28%

cademically, HERITAGE acted as a catalyst to accelerate my
learning rate.”

Ashish SINGH,
45%
Undergraduate at Centrale Nantes
9%

8%

1
HERITAGE
had no effect

28%

2

3

4

5
Not concerned
HERITAGE
improved it a lot

SCIENTIFIC IMPACTS
14%

I

n terms of scientific achievement I got exposed to labs and
8%
research facilities with their set-ups. Also, there is a seed of
collaboration
between us with the basic work which I had done
3%
2% at my home institute in collaboration.”
here and continue
1
HERITAGE
had no effect

2

Sachin JAIN,
Notof
concerned
3 Staff mobility
4
5
at University
Seville
HERITAGE
improved it a lot

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE EXPOSURE TO
A LARGER SCIENTIFIC
COMMUNITY

56%

24%

IMPACT OF THE MOBILITY
ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF NEW
EXPERIMENTAL PLAFORMS
AND FACILITIES

47%

9%
4%
1
HERITAGE
had no effect

28%

9%
5%

1
HERITAGE
had no effect

8%

3%
2

3

4

5
Not concerned
HERITAGE
improved it a lot

5%

2%
2

3

4

5
Not concerned
HERITAGE
improved it a lot

I

personally feel exposure to research, teaching in other
universities will help in improving the skills of teacher. It is an
opportunity to build a network for research collaborations.
Interaction with other faculty and students in other countries
will help in knowing best practices and hence the same can be
implemented.”
Chandra Sekhar MATLI,
Staff mobility at Warsaw University of Technology
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IMPACTS ON INSTITUTIONS
IMPACT ON THE STUDENTS FLOWS

IMPACT ON THE ORGANISATION

• The average number of exchange students sent to Europe for
an academic mobility has been multiplied by 5 between the
beginning and the ending of the HERITAGE project.
• The average number of Indian students in European institutions
increased from 20% up to 800% between the beginning and the
ending of the HERITAGE project.

IMPACT ON THE STAFF FLOWS

S

everal new initiatives were taken up by the International
Office for improving the functioning. For example: Holding
regular information sessions for students, timely dissemination
of information through electronic bulletin boards,etc. We also
developed a student-buddy program for incoming international
students based on feedback from our students who went on
exchanges.”
IIT Bombay

60%

T

hanks to the intensive contacts to our Indian partners and
exchange of experience we were able to better understand
the specific demands as well as cultural characteristics of India to
design our mentoring service more effectively and productively.”

40% 40%
20%

Technical University Munich
0% 0%

0% 0%

No

Few

Administrative staff

0%

Medium

High

0%

Very high

3 NEW UNITS WERE CREATED IN THE PARTNER
INSTITUTIONS THANKS TO HERITAGE.

Academic staff

T

he achievements of academic staff are recognized if the joint
research work results in publications, which are recognized for
promotion to next level. Administrative staff exchanges are also
recognized for promotion purposes.”
IIT Bombay

M

anagement capacity has improved to due enriched experience
by helping grantees with practical problems.”
Tallinn University of Technology

IMPACTS ON INSTITUTIONS
IMPROVEMENT OF THE INSTITUTIONS' TEACHING
AND LEARNING METHODS

IMPROVEMENT OF THE INSTITUTIONS'
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

> Did the HERITAGE project contribute to the improvement
of your institution’s teaching and learning methods?

> Did the HERITAGE project contribute to the improvement
of your research activities?

60%
40%
0%
1

No evolution

0%
2

3

4

0%

0%

0%

20%

5

1

2

3

No evolution

Very important
improvement

M

ore freedom and experimentation in the classroom teaching
and learning approaches. An enthusiasm in seeking international exposure to learning and teaching methods among faculty
and students.”

30%

0%
1

etter curricula and higher number of subjects taught in English.
More global classrooms, further internationalization of curricula.”

No evolution

20%
4

5

Very important
improvement

60%

EUROPEAN
INSTITUTIONS

IIT Guwahati

B

60%

INDIAN
INSTITUTIONS

2

10%
3

0%
4

5

Very important
improvement

Czech Technical University

S

tudents became more aware of international programs, Institute
established a formal credit transfer system and a formal system
of academic mobility has come into existence.”
NIT Rourkela

W

indow of opportunity for academic and scientific collaboration
with India, a very important center in engineering and
technological area.”
Instituto Superior Técnico

A

cademic staff who went on exchange visits developed new
channels for collaborative research. We established bilateral
agreements with partner universities and conducted several joint
research workshops. We also put together joint research proposals
with the partnering institutions.”
IIT Bombay

M

ore enthusiasm and eagerness in seeking international
collaborations and participation on research project initiative
among younger faculty.”
IIT Guwahati
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AFTER HERITAGE

2%

WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE/CAREER PLANS?
Continue my studies
Work in a company/industry
Academic

14 %

2%

19 %

6%

Create my own company
Remain in my current position
Improve my position
Other

H

29 %
28 %

ERITAGE gives an opportunity to interact with European Universities and establish long term
cooperation and joint research.”

I

Samuel GONUMAKULAPALLE LODI,
Staff mobility at Politecnico di Milano

plan to get a job […]. I feel this international exposure of studying in Tallinn will have a huge impact
on my resume and gives it more weight.”
Raja Sekhar YELLEPEDDI,
Undergraduate at Tallinn University of Technology

T

he HERITAGE mobility had a great impact on my world's view and future career orientation.”
Suresh GURJAR,
Master at Tallinn University of Technology

Internationalisation
Recognition
Quality
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Internationalisation, Recognition, quality

I

nternationalisation, recognition and quality are the key issues of Erasmus Mundus projects. Indeed, the Collaborative
Committees of the HERITAGE project
were appointed to discuss and exchange
on these aspects for a well-managed
project, as well as for the enrichment of
each partner institution and the design
of future projects.

1 | INTERNATIONALISATION
Internationalisation continues to be a central
strategic objective for Higher Education
providers worldwide. Being multifaceted it
impacts the entire university sector and community. In order to support the internationalisation process, Higher Education Institutions
constantly improve the existing roles and management methods and establish new ones.
In this respect, Erasmus Mundus programmes’
specific objectives are:
-
to promote structured cooperation
between Higher Education Institutions,
- to contribute to the mutual enrichment
of societies by developing the qualifications
of women/men who will possess appropriate
skills, particularly as regards to the labour
market, and be open-minded and internationally experienced. This will be done by
promoting mobility for the most talented
students and academics from third countries
to obtain qualifications and/or experience
in the European Union and for the most
talented European students and academics
towards partners countries,
-
to contribute to the development of
human resource and the international
cooperation capacity of Higher Education Institutions in third countries through
increased mobility streams between the
European Union and third countries.

The HERITAGE project has been designed
and implemented in this context. All partners
go on learning the management of a large
project and the research for excellence at
all levels and for all aspects. They build their
capacity of internationalisation and mutual
understanding between India and EU. Indeed,
the average number of staff working in relation
with international affairs was multiplied by
2 between the beginning and the ending of
the HERITAGE project. As an evidence of the
impact of the project, IIT Madras states that
“Internationalization in Indian Universities has
improved much after HERITAGE and other
Erasmus Mundus projects.” NIT Rourkela,
an institution which was less experienced in
terms of exchanges with European institutions
mentions the following: “The number of mobilities increased, academic outreach of partner
Indian Institutes also increased.”
The measurement of indicators before and
after the HERITAGE project demonstrates that
the planned activities including the HERITAGE
Collaborative Committees meeting and the
continued exchange on the European and
Indian education systems contribute to the
increasing building of the internationalisation of the HERITAGE partners.

internationalisation,
Recognition, quality

2 | RECOGNITION
The recognition of the mobility period
and more specifically the academic study
period abroad is the core of the HERITAGE
partnership activity.
The dedicated Collaborative Committee
worked on the recognition and the related
documents both regarding its contents and to
the way they will be used by students and the
participating institutions themselves. Central
to this process are the Learning Agreement
for the students and the Working Plan for
administrative and academic staff.
HERITAGE partners recognise that the
HERITAGE project triggers substantial improvement on the way they recognise mobility
periods. 100% of the mobility involved in
HERITAGE project has been recognised and
now constitutes an added value for the following steps, while less than 80% were recognised before the project.

3 | QUALITY
The HERITAGE project strategic choice
is to highlight the quality of processes
(process perception inside and outside the
partnership thanks to surveys) as well as the
quality of products (results of the processes:
number of signed MoUs, number of validated
mobility flows, gender balance, etc.). The
Quality Collaborative Committee was in
charge of the global Quality management
procedures, validation of the planning and
follow-up of the quality indicators proposed
by the partnership.
It supports the partners to clarify procedures
in order to guarantee the quality of credit
validation and recognition, the definition
of credit transfer standards per study level
between Europe and India, and to follow
up the credit validation for all students. In
addition, external evaluation has been
performed by the evaluation committee in
the first phase of the project, and during the
Final Meeting in order to ensure that the
project actually reached its objective.

T

hank you, E.C.N. for your fabulous
project management. We are very
grateful to the entire project team for
their prompt and ever favorable support,
guidance and understanding. We are
extremely proud to have been part of
the HERITAGE project.”
Cardiff Metropolitan University

100% of the partners of the HERITAGE
project consider that HERITAGE contributes
to improve their ability to manage an
international project (as important or very
important).
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T

he HERITAGE project’s main mission
was to implement ideal conditions
for sustainable and sound co-operations.
All the activities aimed at creating long
term links and confidence between
the various partners and at identifying
stumbling blocks and optimizing student
& staff (academic and non-academic)
exchange processes. Systems are implemented to enforce capitalization of the
results and to preserve the partnership
dynamics.

Centrale Nantes and the whole partnership
made the decision to privilege participative
management during the whole HERITAGE
project, enabling all partners to contribute
actively to reflection on several major
cornerstones: quality, credit transfer and
academic cooperation, dissemination and
attractiveness, employability, community
management, capacity building.
The partnership is now strongly effective.
Consequently the HERITAGE project objective
is now to go further by building future cooperation between India and Europe in
the HERITAGE brand spirit by consolidating
implemented teaching cooperation between
Indian & EU HEIs through more mobility
and distance learning networks including
e-tools. HERITAGE aims at contributing to
the optimization of together the academic,
economic and social development of

contemporary India. The HERITAGE brand
successfully stands as an evidence of the
long-lasting impact of the Erasmus
Mundus programme.
HERITAGE will cross over the limits of an
academic project to turn into a real wide and
powerful network, label, and brand to social
and economic reality of the global world.
The HERITAGE project enabled the HEIs
to increase significantly the number of
agreements between the partners, like a
foundation for further collaboration. Indeed,
the number of agreements between the
partners increased by 3 in the last four years.
The partners also agree to continue the
cooperation in a HERITAGE NETWORK.

Sustainability

T

AGREEMENTS

THE HERITAGE NETWORK

hanks to HERITAGE, 140+ mobility have
been completed between India and
Europe, at the Bachelor and Master levels,
but also for PhD, Post Doctorates and Staff.
These valuable mobility flows enabled all
the partners to work on credit exchanges,
recognition of studies, development of
research projects, and joint supervision of
PhD students.
In order to continue the work achieved
during the HERITAGE project and to create
a sustainable platform for Indo-European
cooperation in science and engineering,
during the Final Meeting of the HERITAGE
project in May 2016, all the partners agreed
to create the HERITAGE NETWORK.

This network aims at several objectives:
•
Keeping alive the Erasmus Mundus programme cooperation
• Exchanging good practices for application to
European projects (academic and research)
• Exchanging good practices for the management of International Relations Offices
• Exchanging Research Scholars
• Hosting Winter Schools/Summer Schools

• Developing joint degrees (Master and PhD
levels)
• Developing joint research and joint conferences
In order to achieve these objectives, the
HERITAGE NETWORK members will gather
once a year (hosted once by a European
partner and once by an Indian partner) for:
• A one-day General Assembly to discuss
the status and outcomes of the networking
• A one-day Administrative and Strategic
Seminar for the management of mobility and the development of International
Strategy
• Plus a one-day Scientific Seminar on an
identified specific scientific subject, advertised and selected by the Network
The HERITAGE NETWORK will be chaired
and co-chaired by a European and an Indian
Institution, for 3-year mandates, alternatively.
As agreed during the Final Meeting in
May 2016, the first Chair Institution of the
network will be Centrale Nantes (Europe),
and the co-chair, IIT Madras (India).
The first meeting of the HERITAGE
NETWORK will be held in March 2017.

The HERITAGE project offered new opportunities
to partner Higher Education Institutions for
collaboration in their own and mutual activities,
specialisations and interests. This resulted in the
signature of new bilateral agreements, here is a
non-exhaustive list of these collaborations :
•
Anna University : Agreements with Centrale
Nantes, Politecnico di Milano and Politecnico di
Torino.
• IISc Bangalore : Agreement with Centrale Nantes.
• IIT Bombay : Agreements with Centrale Nantes,
Politecnico di Milano and with Technical University
Munich.
• IIT Guwahati : Agreements with Centrale Nantes
and Technical University Munich, Agreement
of exchange mobility and research with Tallinn
University of Technology.
• IIT Kanpur : Agreements with Centrale Nantes
and Instituto Superior Técnico, Agreement of
exchange mobility and research with Technical
University Munich
• IIT Madras : Agreements with Czech Technical
University Prague, Centrale Nantes, Instituto
Superior Técnico, Politecnico di Milano and
University of Seville and Warsaw University of
Technology, Agreement of exchange mobility and
research with Technical University Munich.
•
NIT Rourkela : Agreements for academic and
research collaboration including exchange of
students and faculty with Centrale Nantes and
Instituto Superior Técnico.
• NIT Warangal : Agreement with Centrale Nantes.
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Publications and Conferences by HERITAGE fellows
1 PUBLICATIONS
BANERJEE Rajat, Staff mobility
at Politecnico di Torino
• Carrera E., Pagani A., Banerjee
J.R. (2016): Linearized buckling
analysis of isotropic and composite beam-columns by Carrera
Unified Formulation and Dynamic
Stiffness Method. In: MECHANICS
OF ADVANCED MATERIALS AND
STRUCTURES, vol. 23 n. 9, pp. 10921103. - ISSN 1537-6494.
CHOUDHURY Thainswemong,
PhD (Exchange) at Politecnico
di Milano
• T. Choudhury, G. Milani, H. B.
Kaushik:
“Comprehensive numerical approaches for the design and safety
assessment of masonry buildings
retrofitted with steel bands in
developing countries: The case of
India”, Construction and Building
Materials, Volume 85, 15 June 2015,
Pages 227-246.
DEBNATH Biplab Kumar, Post
Doc at Politecnico di Torino
• Federico Millo, Samir Bensaid,
Debora Fino, Sergio José Castillo
Marcano, Theodoros Vlachos,
Biplab Kumar Debnath (2014):
Influence on the performance and
emissions of an automotive Euro 5
diesel engine fueled with F30 from
Farnesane. In: FUEL, vol. 138, pp.
134-142. - ISSN 0016-2361.

DHAR Atul, Post Doc at Centrale
Nantes
• Atul Dhar, Xavier Tauzia, Alain
Maiboom:
Phenomenological models for prediction of spray penetration and
mixture properties for different injection profiles. Fuel, Volume 171,
1 May 2016, Pages 136-142.
DUTTA Vibekananda, PhD (full) at
Warsaw University of Technology
• Designing Vision Based Autonomous Docile-X Mobile Robot for
Real-Time Application to Soccer
Behaviors, Journal of Automation,
Robotics and Intelligent Systems,
vol. 8, no. 4, 2014.
KARJEE Jyotirmoy, Post Doc at
Technical University of Munich
• J.Karjee, Prof. M Kleinsteuber,
Prof. H.S Jamadagni: "Spatial data
estimation in three dimensional distributed wireless sensor networks"
KRISHNAN Baskar, Staff mobility
at Centrale Nantes
• P. Arivazhagan, R. Ramesh,
Ramadoss Roop Kumar, Eric
Faulques, Fouad Bennis, K Baskar:
Structural and electrical characteristics of GaN, n-GaN and A1 x Ga 1− x
N, Journal of Alloys and Compounds
Vol. 656, pp 110-118, Elsevier.
• P. Arivazhagan, R. Ramesh,
Ramadoss Roop Kumar, Eric
Faulques, Fouad Bennis, K Baskar:
Time-Resolved Photoluminescence

Studies on AlGaN Double Heterostructures: IETE Technical Review,
Vol. 33 N°1, pp 76-81, Taylor & Francis.
KUMAR Keshava, PhD (Exchange)
at Politecnico di Torino
• Carrera E., Cinefra M., Keshava
Kumar S. (2014):
MITC9 shell elements based on
RMVT and CUF for the analysis of
composite plates and shells. In:
First International Conference on
Mechanics of Composites, Stony
Brook University, Long Island, New
York, 9-12 Giugno 2014.
• Keshava Kumar S., Cinefra M.,
Carrera E., Ranjan Ganguli, Dineshkumar Harursampath (2014):
Finite Element Analysis of Free Vibration of the Delaminated Composite
Plate with Variable Kinematic Multilayered Plate Elements. In: COMPOSITES. PART B, ENGINEERING, vol.
66, pp. 453-465. - ISSN 1359-8368.
MAITY Arnab, Post Doc at Technische University of Munich
• A. Maity, L.Höcht, and F. Holzapfel: “Higher-Order Direct Model
Reference Adaptive Control with
Generic Uniform Ultimate Boundedness”, International Journal of
Control (Taylor & Francis), Vol. 88,
No. 10, 2015, pp. 2126-2142. doi:
10.1080/00207179.2015.1039063.
ROBIDAS Dipika, PhD (Exchange)
at Politecnico di Torino
• De Santi C., Meneghini M.,

La Grassa M., Galler B., Zeisel R.,
Goano M., Dominici S., Mandurrino M., Bertazzi F., Robidas D.,
Meneghesso G., Zanoni E. (2016):
Role of defects in the thermal
droop of InGaN-based light
emitting diodes. In: JOURNAL OF
APPLIED PHYSICS, vol. 119 n. 9,
094501 - ISSN 0021-8979.
• Bertazzi Francesco, Dominici
Stefano,
Mandurrino
Marco,
Robidas Dipika, Zhou Xiangyu,
Vallone Marco, Calciati Marco,
Debernardi Pierluigi, Verzellesi
Giovanni, Meneghini Matteo,
Bellotti Enrico, Ghione Giovanni,
Goano Michele (2015):
Modeling challenges for high-efficiency visible light-emitting diodes.
In: International Forum on Research
and Technologies for Society and
Industry 2015 (RTSI 2015), Torino.
pp. 157-160.
VEERLA Chandra Sarath, Post
Doc at Politecnico di Torino
• Sarath Chandra Veerla, Elayaraja
K., Sara Ferraris, Silvia Spriano,
Monica Ferraris, Asokan K.,
Narayana Kalkura (2015):
Synthesis of magnetic hydroxyapatite by hydrothermal-microwave
technique: Dielectric, Protein Adsorption, Blood compatibility and
Drug release studies.In: CERAMICS
INTERNATIONAL, vol. 41 n. 10, pp.
13153-13163. - ISSN 0272-8842.
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2 CONFERENCES
BHATTACHARJYA Rajib Kumar,
Staff mobility at Centrale
Nantes
• Rajib Kumar Bhattacharjya, R.K
Hasda, F Bennis:
Population Based Local Search
Method for Solving Facility Layout
Problem, 5th International Conference on Engineering Optimization Iguassu Falls, Brazil, 19-23 june 2016.
CHOUDHURY Thainswemong,
PhD (Exchange) at Politecnico
di Milano
• Thainswemong Choudhury,
Gabriele Milani, Maurizio Acito,
Claudio Chesi, Carla Di Francesco, Ignazio Carabellese, Giacomo
Martines, Vincenzo De Simone:
Damage Survey and Structural
Assessment of the Rosario Church
in Finale Emilia After the May 2012
Earthquake in Emilia-Romagna,
Italy; SAHC2014 – 9th International
Conference on Structural Analysis
of Historical Constructions, Mexico
City, Mexico, 14-17 October 2014.
GINGINE Vikas, PhD (full) at
Instituto Superior Técnico
• Vikas Gingine, Rafaela Cardoso:
Experimental Setup for Determination of Electroosmotic permeability
coefficient of a soil. Electroacross
Conference, Caparica, Portugal,
September 11-12, 2014.

KARAMPURI Ramshan, PhD
(exchange) at University of
Seville
• Ramsha Karampuri, Joel Prieto,
Federico Barrero, Sachin Jain:
A Comparison Between FOC and DTC
Methods for Five-Phase Induction
Motor. Electimacs 2014, Valencia,
Spain, 19th-22nd May 2014.
KARUPPASAMY POOLAN
Karunakaran, Staff mobility at
Centrale Nantes
• K.P. Karunakaran, Alain Bernard,
Prathamesh Joshi:
Variable Axis Additive Manufacturing of Metallic Objects, Keynote
Speech, 18th European Forum
on Additive Manufacturing, Ecole
Centrale Paris, Paris, France, June
24-27, 2013.
• K.P. Karunakaran, Alain Bernard,
Anjan Murmu, Yicha ZHANG,
Harshit Choube, Pravin M. Kulkarni,
Dhirendra Rana:
Role of Post-Build Processes in
Additive Manufacturing, Session 5:
Technologies and Processes, 18th
European Forum on Additive Manufacturing, Ecole Centrale Paris, Paris,
France, June 24-27, 2013.
• J.Y. Hascoet, K.P. Karunakaran
and S.Marya:
Additive Manufacturing Viewed
from Material Science: Fundamentals & State of the Art, Keynote
Speech in Special Session on
Additive Manufacturing in THERMEC

2013: 8th International Conference
on Processing & Manufacturing
of Advanced Materials, Las Vegas,
USA, Dec 2-6, 2013.
KARUTHEDATH Baby Cyril, PhD
(full) at Technical University of
Munich
• Cyril B.K., Schwesinger N.:
An Improved Capacitance-Based
Intentionally Imperfect Sensor for
Measuring Mechanical Parameters. International Conference on
Sensing Technology (ICST) 2014.
TODMAL Prashant, PhD (full) at
Politecnico di Milano
• Prashant Todmal, Stefano Melzi:
Effect of damping coefficient on
power generated & comfort index
in energy regenerative damper for
automobile suspension system.
4rth International Conference on
Renewable Energy Research &
Applications , Palermo, Italy, 22nd24rth November 2015.
REGHUVARAN Chithra, PhD
(exchange) at Czech Technical
University
• Chithra. R, R. Bestak and S. K.
Patra: ''Orthogonal MIMO Precoding Schemes for Device-to-Device
Communication in LTE Networks",
IEEE 37th International Conference
on Telecommunications and Signal
Processing, 1-3 Jul, 2014, Berlin,
Germany.

VEERLA Sarath Chandra,
PostDoc at Politecnico di Torino
• “International workshop on Materials for Health: a Value Chain
in the frame of H2020” paper
entitled Surface Features and Biological Response of Biomaterials
with authors V. Sarath Chandra, S.
Spriano, S. Ferraris, L. Rimondini, A.
Cochis, A. Lamperti Organized by
Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca
degli Abruzzi, 24, 10129, Torino, Italy
during July 16-17, 2014.
• “ Convegno Nazionale della
Societa' Italiana Biomateriali” paper
entitled Surface Features And Biological Response Of Biomaterials
with authors S. Spriano, S. Ferraris,
V. Sarath Chandra, L. Rimondini, A.
Cochis, A. Lamperti Organized by
Societa' Italiana Biomateriali Affiliata
alla European Society for Biomaterials, University of Palermo, Piazza
Marina, 61 - 90133 Palermo, Italy
during July 2-4, 2014.
Research-based mobility carried
out by HERITAGE fellows created
sustainable scientific collaborations. As a result, numerous
publications and participations
to conferences emerged. The
above-mentioned list of publications and conferences is non
exhaustive, many others are still
in process.
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thanks

Many thanks to all the local coordinators and active members who
contributed to the success of the HERITAGE project : Azad Abdul Kader,
Ramachandraiah Allikayala, Natasha Bahadur, Ramamoorthy Balakrishnan,
Antonio Maria Barbero, Krishnan Baskar, Estelle Bêche, Fouad Bennis, Thérèse
Boisson, Marco Bonino, Sanjay Bose, Venkata Apa Rao Boyapati, Ravindra
Brammajyosula, Silvia Carosso, Subhasis Chaudhuri, Patrick Chedmail, Paul Crowther,
Larissa Danshina, Dibyendu Debnath, Claire Delhomme, Barbara Del Sole, Frederic
Dorel, Anna Dukes, Jewelcy Jayant Emleta, Anaëlle Fer, Anne-Marie Flament, Francesca
Fogal, Janusz Fraczek, Anne-Laure Frémondière, Kavitha Gajanur Rudrappa, Robert
Glebocki, Kamala Govindarajan, Caroline Guény-Mentré, Mukesh Gupta, Kirankumar
Hiremath, Shyamala Iyer, Elise Jadot, Tina Joseph, Reijo Karu, Sreenivas Kondepudy, Mariane
Koplima, Madli Krispin, Denisse Lerma, Babita Lohani, Mohamed Loutfi, Siyi Ma, Marzena
Mazurkiewicz, Santiago Melcón Pérez, Volfgang Melecky, Christine Merlet, S. Narayanan,
Bastien Palermo-Chevillard, Murali Prasad Panta, SK Patra, Mari Peets, Ana Pipio , Arnaud
Poitou, Riina Potter, Jan Pozar, Adèle Pruvost, Ravi Mokashi Punekar, Nagarajan R, Guillaume
Racineux, A. Ramachandraiah, Govindan Rangarajan, Cyrielle Rohart, Krystyna Rozycka, Joana
Salgueira, José Santos Victor, A Wanshai Shynret, Kerti Sonmez, Giancarlo Spinelli, Christoph
Steber, M. Subaji, Srinivasa Rao Tiyya, Nathalie Thiers, Sabine Vermillard, Annabelle Wajs,
Louise Watts, Johan Wideberg, Maciej Zasuwa and Teresa Zielinska.
Many thanks to the writers of this booklet : Estelle Bêche, Fouad Bennis, Frédéric Dorel,
Anaëlle Fer, Cyrielle Rohart and Sabine Vermillard.
We are extremely grateful to the EACEA which funded the HERITAGE project and
the project officers for their support throughout this 4-year adventure.
"The HERITAGE project has been funded with support from the European Commission. However,
this communication reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."
Created by the International Relations Department of Centrale Nantes - September 2016
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